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Rio Scenarium 

"Samba Among Antiques"

This lively samba club is housed in a beautiful old building that doubles as

a storage warehouse for props and antiques used by the city's film

industry. As a result, you will find yourself shaking a leg to a backdrop of

mannequins, antique furniture and other relics from the past. Spread over

three floors, revelers can chose to enjoy a meal from the restaurant, or

just strut their stuff on the dance floor among bohemian locals and

tourists alike. The club frequently hosts excellent live music, from samba

to forro - check the website for listings. Always packed on weekends.

 +55 21 3147 9005  www.rioscenarium.com.br/  Rua do Lavradio 20, Centro Antigo, Rio

de Janeiro
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Entretapas Bar de Tapas 

"Classy Starters and Cool Cocktails"

Entretapas Bar de Tapas on rue Conde de Iraja near Botafogo is a hep

tapas place to begin with. Cool, trendy interiors match the fun yet classy

vibe of the joint. Apart from the signature Spanish appetizers that look

and taste amazing, the bar also serves a horde of colorful cocktails. Great

service, fabulous location and ambiance and an elegant menu makes

Entretapas a winner through and through!

 +55 21 2537 0673  www.entretapas.com.br  contato@entretapas.com.b

r

 Rua Conde de Iraja 115, Rio

de Janeiro
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Venga Tapas Bar 

"Time for Tapas"

The trend of Spanish tapas has been slow to take off in Rio, but this style

of eating - with several little dishes of tasty morsels shared between

friends - is perfect for this most sociable of cities. Leblon's Venga Tapas

has a rather upscale take on tapas dining. The small little bar enjoys a

prime location in well-to-do Leblon, and the décor is somewhere between

hip New York eatery and rustic tapas tavern, while the dishes are

immaculately prepared and presented. Imported Spanish sausages and

cheeses are firm favorites on the menu, while dishes such as cod and

white bean salad, spiced potatoes and meat croquettes are perfect for

sharing with friends. For the full Spanish experience, wash it all down with

a glass of sangria.

 +55 21 2512 9826  www.venga.com.br/  venga@venga.com.br  Rua Dias Ferreira 113 B, Rio

de Janeiro
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